Stage II

What advanced elements make this site unique and/or more complete than your Stage I site?
For Stage II, I will use Flash CSS, and java script to create animated effects to make the site feel more interactive. I will also integrate Autoviewer galleries in the site to have seamless galleries within the page that the viewer may look at. Attached to each image will be a description of the photo and what went wrong.

What research (provide five specific examples) is needed to provide accurate, fact-based content for the topic featured in the Stage II site?
In order to create make my Stage II Web site more informative for the viewers, I will use the following research:

For lighting tips I will reference http://strobist.blogspot.com. Although this is a blog, it is a real world photography lighting scenario instructional tool created by a veteran newspaper photographer to teach lighting techniques.

For exposure, ISO(ASA), and aperture control, I will reference http://digital-photography-school.com/learning-exposure-in-digital-photography. This is a wonderful tool for managing three major aspects of photography that are all related and difficult to maneuver when starting to explore photography.

For real world application of photography, I will reference http://www.takegreatpictures.com/HOME/Columns/Master_Photographers_Tell_You_How/default.aspx. This Web site has numerous Master Photographers telling how to approach different photography situations.

For creative tips of dynamic photography, I will reference http://tulane.edu/news/style/photo-tips.cfm. This website provides very useful photography tips.

For more advanced information regarding images, I will reference http://univcomm.cornell.edu/photography/infotips.html. This Web site provides more advanced details for information tagged to images.

How will complex or in-depth information be organized for the Stage II site?
Each page will be linked to the other pages of the site making it easy to maneuver. The site will also have unordered lists for key photography points/tips. Also, there will be a sub menu on information pages and bookmarks to easily view the information.

How does writing for the Web differ from traditional print materials?
Writing for the Web differs from traditional print materials in that the writer must not overwhelm the Web visitor with text. For Web sites you are not trying to create a book, you are trying to convey information in a simply to benefit the viewer. Also, the creator of the Web site must be aware of the text being used for the site to ensure that the text is easily read and so that all can view it regardless of what browser program the viewer is using. This can be achieved by using True-Type fonts.

How would you promote the Stage II site worldwide?
To promote my Stage II site worldwide, I will further expand my Meta tag elements to encompass a greater amount of words that can be related to my Web site. The Web site could also be uploaded to a Web server and linked to other popular photography Web sites through collaboration with the sites Web authors.
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